
 

Person Of Interest Saison 2 French PATCHED

we see assane (olivier vielle) and his wife lise (vera farmiga) having
dinner with their new french servants. dressed in colonial garb, the
young couple are nothing if not stereotypical. assane is a policeman

and lise is a teacher. she is a bit of a free spirit and her husband is on
edge as he never knows what his wife will do next. the french couple
have a conversation with their not-quite-french cook, but before they

can exchange any words, the young couple rush out. as they leave we
see their new servants look down at the floor and remark how they
should have listened to the couple. we do not know who this couple

are, but they seem to be the parents of assane's friend fatou. as
assanes parents leave, we are next introduced to assane's young

neighbour, fatou, played by adèle exarchopoulos. assane is drawn to
her with the same eagerness with which he is drawn to the lupin

books he has given his son. though he is also drawn to her scruffy,
casual dress and hair that looks like she just rolled out of bed. it is not

long before assanes parents return home, and he is scolded for his
impulsive behaviour. the next morning, assane takes his parents out

on a boat ride where they discuss the previous night. his father is
concerned about what fatou might have said, but assane assures him
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that he would never be interested in a boy. in the meantime, the
couple discuss the french people and the food they eat. assanes

mother asks what kind of food he would like to eat, and assanes father
wonders if he would like to go to a restaurant. assanes mother is not
amused and orders him to leave, but assane interjects and his father
is lost for words. in the end, assane makes a deal with his parents,

and they agree to meet fatou the next day for dinner. this leads to a
conversation in which assanes parents ask fatou about her parents

and whether they are together. they eventually ask assane if he would
like to go out to dinner with them. assanes mother then asks about

assanes father and if he is still working as a policeman. assane
explains that his father works as a private investigator, and this leads
to assanes father giving him a lecture about the dangers of keeping

secrets. assanes mother then asks about the two of them, and
assanes father tells them of assanes marriage to lise. assanes mother

is surprised that the couple would want to keep their marriage a
secret, but assanes father tells her that assane is a police officer and
he should not risk being put in jail for his good work. this leads to a
discussion about assanes father, who is mentioned as being a well-
respected investigator. assanes mother tells him of her passion for

gardening and being a great grandmother.
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one of the more charming elements of person of interest is how the
show balances the fantastical with the everyday. we see a brief flash

of the ancient city of atlantis, an explosion in the wild west that
knocks out a power grid for a continent, a presidential helicopter

crashing, and a mysterious woman who looks like she just escaped
from a fellini film. it would be impossible to see all of these things in
one season of the show, but its just as thrilling watching it all unfold.
even characters such as mr. fletcher, the ceo of the cia, have their

own personas on the show. its not only the art design that is beautiful
but also the quality of its writing. the creators have taken an

interesting and fun approach to their characters, and the stories they
tell with them. the core cast is composed of two main characters and

a number of supporting ones, and its not just the ones who are
watching the show but its the people who watch them as well. the

creative team has been successful in bringing their characters to life
on the small screen. just imagine, youre watching a show, and youre

not just trying to figure out what will happen next but youre also
trying to figure out who the characters are, where theyre from, and

whats going on in their lives. and that is exactly what the creators of
person of interest have done. as an avid viewer of the show, we

absolutely love the characters and the stories that they tell. the show
has been praised for its realistic depiction of the modern surveillance
state. the ability to watch everyones movements on a 24-hour basis is

a reality for many of us, and it would be wonderful if the creators of
person of interest could blend the idea of a conspiracy that will
eventually unfold with the idea of a great fictional mystery. its

something that person of interest is in a good position to do, and its a
good idea. 5ec8ef588b
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